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Ваш надійний помічник

 

Automation QA Engineer
 

Львів,  
 

Компанія: Skelia Ukraine
Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB
фахівці

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: повна вища
Досвід роботи: від року

Графік роботи: повний робочий
день

Опис
вакансії
 

Skelia is looking for Automation QA Engineer for long-term and full-time employment at its service center in Lviv, Ukraine. You will
be a member of a team, acting as an extension of the Client's team based in Belgium.

YOUR PROFILE

Higher education in computer science/technical field
1+ years of experience in automation testing and good understanding of its concepts
Experience in Java automation is preferred. Experience with other automation tools can also be considered
Hands-on experiences in Selenium, Cucumber, Selenide, Rest-Assured
Experience with Jira
High level of spoken and written English
Team player with good communication skills

YOUR MISSION

Work as a valued member of the team with a personal responsibility, adding value to all test activities as well as other activities
in the team in order to deliver qualitative software as efficiently as possible
Produce high-quality test assets as part of sprint testing
Actively contribute and drive the on-going improvement of the testing process, test automation, knowledge, quality and best
practice
Maintain good visibility and communication of all activities with key stakeholders
Ensure key issues detected are appropriately documented, flagged, communicated and handed over to the appropriate
function to resolve in a timely manner
Support releases into all environments including production
Be able to implement key testing techniques to improve quality in our testing approach

SKELIA OFFERS TO YOU

Ongoing opportunities in international company
European democratic management style
Trainings and business trips abroad
Language classes (English, Polish)
24 working days paid vacation
Wide benefits and compensation package which includes one or several items according to your choice: paid lunches, access
to gym/swimming pool, medical insurance and many other
Office with comfortable workplaces in top class building facilities
8-hour working day and 5-day working week
Social events for you and your family

https://jobs.ua/vacancy/it_web_specialists


In your resume please allow our company to use your personal data.

Контактна інформація
 

Контактна
особа:

https://skelia.com/
 

Сайт: https://skelia.com/
 

Адреса:
Naukova st. 7, Optima PlazaBusiness
center
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